Women's Studies/Gender Studies at Occidental College

CTSJ offers a topical emphasis in Feminist and Queer Studies. History offers a topical area in Women's History. Religious Studies offers an area studies emphasis in Women's Studies.

Fall 2013

Cultural Studies Program:
CSP 50 - Debating Controversial Issues in Sexuality
Wade (Swan 217)

Critical Theory & Social Justice
CTSJ 140 Critical Theories of Sexuality
Williford (John 101B)
CTSJ Queer Literature and Culture
Williford (John 101B)
CTSJ The Queer Novel
Williford (John 101B)

Diplomacy & World Affairs:
DWA 329 - Human Rights & Trafficking in Persons
Hebert (John 203C)
DWA 231 - Gender & International Relations (2 credits)
Hebert (John 203C)

History:
HIST 220- Ancient Athens and Renaissance Florence
Horowitz (Swan 314)
HIST 295.1 Topics in American History: Women and American Politics
Cohen (Swan 312)
HIST 300 History Colloquium: Gender and Sexuality in Colonial Latin America
Sousa (Swan 301)
HIST 330 French Revolution and the Birth of Haiti
Gelbart (Swan 303)
HIST 274 Medicine and Disease in Western Society
Gelbart (Swan 303)

Spanish
Span 314 Latin American women’s Voices in Fiction and Film
Lopez (John 411)
Spanish 312 Spanish Film and Culture
Ellis (John 412)
Spanish 363 Hispanic Autobiography
Ellis (John 412)

Politics:
POLS 295 - Gender and Politics in the Developing World.
Piscopo (John 306)

Psychology:
PSYCH 350 - Psychology of Gender
Dess (Swan 324)
PSYCH 330 1 Abnormal Psychology
Banis (Swan 333)
PSYCH 330 2 Abnormal Psychology
Schell (Swan 334)

Sociology:
SOC 265 - Gender and Society
Wade (Swan 217)
SOC 355 - Power and Sexuality
Wade (Swan 217)

Writing and Rhetoric:
WRD 201 - Writing & the Rhetoric of Race, Class, Gender
Prebel (Lib 17)
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Spring 2014

Art History & Visual Arts
Armt 390 Junior Seminar in Film Theory: Gender & Sexuality in the Media De Fren (Wein 111)
CTSJ
CTSJ 295 Materialist Feminisms Lukes (John 106B)
DWA
DWA 232 - Gender & Security (2 credits) Hebert (John 203C)
Economics
Econ course awaiting APC approval Ashenmiller (Fow 222)
History
HIST 224 - The Italian Renaissance Horowitz (Swan 314)
HIST 277 Cross-Cultural Perspectives on Women and Community Health Fett (Swan 304)
Writing and Rhetoric
WRD 250 - Writing with the Community (CBL with immigrant women) Prebel (Lib 17)
Spanish:
Spanish 314 (Latin American Women's Voices in Fiction and Film) Lopez (John 411)
Sociology
Youth Cultures in Sociology Mora (Swan 214)

OTHER courses planned for 2014-15

Philosophy
Phil 235 Feminism and Philosophy Homiak (Swan 204)
Religious Studies
Rel. St. Contemporary Islam: Theories of Gender and Sexuality Moazzam Doulat (Fow 402)
Spanish:
For Spring 2015 (tentative): Spanish 362 (Spanish Theater and Cinema) Ellis (John 412)

Compiled 10/7/13